1. Introduction. -It is well-known that many standard algebraic results in the theory of groups, rings, modules, etc., can be proved more generally for suitable categories, in the sense of EILENBERG-MACLAKE [5] . This has the usual advantages of abstraction. It singles out those features of a given algebraic structure which are essential to the results in question, and by so doing it extends the validity of these results to other domains. In this Note we shall be concerned with the Krull-Schmidt theorem for modules, which asserts under suitable conditions the existence and essential uniqueness of a direct decomposition into indecomposable factors. It is clear that if such a theorem is to have a meaning in some general category, then such notions as kernel, image and direct sum must be defined in the category, and must possess the usual properties. Such a category, called an exact category, has been considered by BUCHSBAUM [1] . Basing ourselves on his paper we then have at our disposal all the necessary notions with the usual properties. Our purpose will be to investigate conditions under which the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in an exact category. This categorical formulation will then enable us to obtain a Krull-Schmidt theorem for suitable categories of sheaves. This is of special interest in algebraic geometry, and it was this case of the theorem which provided our motivation.
2. Exact categories. -We recall briefly the definition and elementary properties of an exact category, but for full details we refer to [1] .
An exact category €L consists of :
(i) a collection of objects A;
(ii) a distinguished object o called the zero object; The primitive terms (i)-(iv) are subjected to certain axioms (I-V) which ensure that the usual properties are satisfied. Specifically we note the following :
1. There exists a unique identity map e^ : A->A\ a map 9 : A->B is called an equivalence if there exists a map ^ ; B->A such that
is then unique and is denoted by <p-1 .
If 9 :
A->£^ ^ : B'->A\ then we define the induced homomorphism (of abelian groups)
Then exactness in 0L is defined in such a way that the following holds :
is exact in CX if and only if the induced sequence
o->ff(F, A)^H(F, B)-^ff(F, C)
is exact for all jPe <^;
(ii) A-^B-^C->o is exact in CX if and only if the induced sequence
ff(A, F)^-ff(B,F)^-H(C,F)^-o
is exact for all Fe OL.
3. The kernel of 9 : A->B consists of a pair (AT, o-) with K^€Lô -: K->A^ such that o->R-^A->B is exact; the pair (AT, a-) is uniquely denned by 9, up to equivalence. Similar remarks hold for the cokernel, image and coimage of a map.
Other elementary properties of an exact category we shall use without explicit comment. However we must take care that all our propositions and proofs are formulated in terms which are defined in an exact category.
Primarily this means that we must avoid such notions as « element» or « sub-object» of an object. For this reason some of the proofs which we give will appear more involved then the corresponding proofs in, say, the category of modules, but no essential difficulty arises.
There is one result which we shall require later, and which is not found explicitly in [1]. This we shall now prove. 3. Chain conditions. -The simplest proof of the Krull-Schmidt theorem for modules assumes that both the ascending and descending chain conditions hold. These however are known to be unnecessarily restrictive conditions,
is exact, and dually for an epimorphisni. and in particular these conditions are not satisfied for the categories of sheaves which we consider later. We shall consider therefore a weaker chain condition.
DEFINITION. -A bi-chain of €L is a sequence of triples { A^ 4i pn \ with the following properties :
DEFINITION. -A bi-chain { A^ 4» pn} is said to terminate if there exists an integer TV such that, for all n^N^ in, and pn are equivalences.
DEFINITION. -The bi-chain condition holds in €L if every bi-chain of CX terminates.
We note that the bi-chain condition is self-dual. Moreover, ^f [An,in-) pn} is a bi-chain ofdl, Im (in) is a descending chain and Ker(pn) is an ascending chain. Hence the bi-chain condition holds in €L if the ascending and descending chain conditions both hold.
Let \Ani in) pn} he a bi-chain of (9L. Then o-^An^An-i&ndAn-i^An-X) are exact, and so by the properties of €L mentioned in (2) of paragraph 2,
} is a descending chain of abelian groups. We say that such a descending chain terminates if ff(pnj in) is an isomorphism for all sufficiently large n.
LEMMA 3. -Let {A^, ini pn ] be a bi-chain of €L. Then {An-, ini pn} terminates if and only if the descending chain {ff(Ani An)i H(pn'> in)} terminates.
Proof. -If, for all n^N^ in and pn are equivalences, then ff(pm in) is an isomorphism; in fact we have
where i denotes the identity automorphism of H(An-i, An-i).
Conversely suppose that, for/i^TV, H(pn^ in) is an isomorphism. Then, for some cp: An->An^ we must have ^_^== in^pn\ but this implies that in is an epimorphism oindpn a monomorphism. Hence both are equivalences. Proof. -Suppose that A is non-zero and has no Remak decomposition. Then A must have a non-trivial decomposition A ==Ai Q) 2?i where at least one of the factors, say A^ has no Remak decomposition. Repeating this process we obtain at the /i-th stage An-i == An ® Bn' PvttAo=A, and let to show this it is sufficient to show equality after premultiplying by the monomorphism jny but and
J'n qnJn == ^J'n-l qn-iJn by (I),
== ^jn by repeated application of (i),
Jn( l n-t-i' • 'hnP^n-' ' ? 714-1) ' :== •J^n{p^n-• 'Pn+l)
= ^jn by repeated application of (i).
Put qnjn ^ ^ni then o^1 exists and we have
Hence An is a direct factor of A, as required.
LEMMA 6. -Let the bi-chain condition hold in dl, and let A^d be indecomposable. Then every Qe^(^4, A) is either an equivalence or is nilpotent.
Proof. -Let { An, in^pn} be the bi-chain defined by 6 as in lemma 5. By hypothesis this terminates, and hence from lemma 5 An is a direct factor of A for sufficiently large n. But A is indecomposable; hence either jn and qn (defined as in lemma 5) are equivalences or they are zero. In the former case this means that 9 71 and so 6 is an equivalence, while in the latter Q^r^ o, i. e. 9 is nilpotent.
From lemma k and 6, the Krull-Schmidt theorem now follows by a standard argument (see^ for instance, JACOBSON [6] or ZASSENHAUS [9] ), but for completeness we shall give the proof here. It should be noticed that it is at this stage that we shall require lemma 2. Proof. -Let A be non-zero. By lemma ^, A has a Remak decomposition. Choose one in which the number of factors is a minimum, and let this number be n(A). We prove the theorem by induction on n(A). For n == i it is trivial; suppose it is true for n -i. Then we have to prove the uniqueness of decomposition for any A withn(A)==.n. Let A == AiQ...Q)An be a Remak decomposition with n factors, and let A =zA\Q). . .@A',n be any other Remak decomposition. We denote by /,., /?,., ^, p[, the maps defining the decompositions. Put 6.,=/?i^(\ : Ai-^A^ then we havê
?
A-==l \A-=:1 y
Since ^4i is indecomposable, we apply lemma 6 and deduce that, for some s, 6,s is an equivalence. Re-order the suffixes so that^==i. Then we have the maps
Ai --> A^ ->• Aî
n which the composition ^i==pii\p\ ii is an equivalence. Hence A i is a direct factor of A\, and since A\ is also indecomposable this implies that p\i^ : A^->A\ is an equivalence. Now we have exact sequences
B=A^..^An, B'=A\@..^AB
y lemma 2, since p\ ii is an equivalence, ao^ is also an equivalence. Hence by inductive hypothesis n --i -==. m -i, and after re-ordering the suffixes Ai'^Ai{i'> 2). As we already have A^ ^ A^ the induction is established, and the theorem proved.
5. Applications. -We shall apply the preceding results in the following two cases :
(i) Let X be a complete algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field k, 0 the sheaf of local rings on X\ we take for CX the category of coherent algebraic sheaves (the maps of €L being the (9-homomorphisms);
(ii) Let X be a compact complex manifold, 0 the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X\ we take for (fl the category of coherent analytic sheaves (the maps of €L being the (9-homomorphisms).
For the definition of coherent sheaves, and for the proof that they form an exact category, we refer to SERRE [8] .
In both (i) and (ii) we have the basic theorem that, if A € <^L, the cohomology groups H^(X^ A) are finite-dimensional vector spaces over /:, where in case (ii) A-denotes the complex field (see^] and. [4] ). If A, 2?e<Sl, then we can define a sheaf Hom^(^(, 2?)€^t, and we have ff(A, £)=:ff°(A\ Hom^(^, B)) (see [8] Contained in the category of coherent sheaves there are some of special interest, namely the locally free sheaves (see [8] ). These are important because they correspond in a one-to-one way (at least when JT is connected) with vector bundles over X [algebraic bundles in case (i), analytic bundles in case (ii)] (see [8] ). We should warn however that the locally free sheaves cannot, in any non-trivial way be considered as the objects of an exact category; this arises from the fact that the image of a locally free sheaf under an (9-homomorphism need not be locally free, and even if this holds for two homomorphisms cp, ^ it need not hold for 9^. However we have the following, which is sufficient for our purposes : LEMMA 9. -Let €L be one of categories (i) or (ii) above, and let A^GL be locally free. Then every direct factor of A is locally free.
Proof. -A sheaf A € <^ is locally free if and only if A y: is a free (9a.-module for each xe.X {see [8] ). But, since Ox is a local ring, every direct factor of a free ^-module is itself free (see [3] , chap. VIII, th. 6. i'). This proves the lemma. Proof. -lfE=EiQE^ ihenA==A^A^ Conversely, \iA=A^@At hen by lemma 9, Ai and A^ are locally free and so correspond to vector bundles Ei and E.,, and E=E^E.,.
Combining this corollary with theorem 2, we obtain : Remark. -Theorems 2 and 3 become false if we remove the completeness or compactness conditions. For instance, if X is an affine algebraic variety it is known that every vector bundle over X is a direct factor of a trivial bundle (see [8] ); on the other hand there certainly exist jion-trivial bundles over affine varieties, and this clearly contradicts theorem 3 (and so theorem 2). In particular if X is an affine algebraic curve, then this fact is already well-known in a different formulation; by results of [8] the failure of theorem 2 in this case reduces to the fact that the Krull-Schmidt theorem does not hold for finitely-generated modules over a Dedekind ring.
We conclude with a few comments on the bi-chain condition. Let €i be an exact category, and consider the following conditions : (P) If A^€L, and Q^ff(A, A) is an epimorphism, then Q is an equivalence ; (P*) If^4ecX, and Q^ff(A, A) is a monomorphism, then Q in an equivalence.
(P) holds if the ascending chain condition holds, and dually (P*) holds if the descending chain condition holds.
LEMMA 10.
-If the bi-chain condition holds in (ft, then (P) and (P*) both hold in (ft.
Proof. -Since the bi-chain condition is self-dual it is sufficient to show that (P) holds. Let 9 : A -> A be an epimorphism ; constructing the corresponding bi-chain as in lemma 5, we take An=A, in=e^, /^==0.
By hypothesis this bi-chain terminates, and so for large n, p^ is an equivalence, i. e. Q is an equivalence.
COROLLARY. -Let €i be the exact category of coherent sheaves on (i) a complete algebraic variety, or (ii) a compact complex manifold, then conditions (P) and (P*) hold in OL.
We may remark finally that, although the descending chain condition doesnot hold in the category of coherent sheaves, the ascending chain condition does hold. In the algebraic case this is elementary (and does not require completeness), while in the compact complex case it is a consequence of a theorem of CARTAN [2] ( 3 ).
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